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NASHVILLE BONDSMEN TO BE EXTRADITED
Plan For Future Of Family
low, Winslow Tells Rotary
C. T. Winslow, Jr., who is
associated with the Murray Insurance Agency, was the speaker
yesterday at the regular meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club. .
'WinsloW was introduced by
Oven Billington who was in
ctfarge of the program.

(
1 7

The speaker spoke on the subject of what happens to a person's
estate after he has died. He told
the Rotarians that the subject
might be unpleasant to some
people, but that it is a subject
which must be faced in a realistic manner, if loved ones are
to be taken care of in the event
.death.
of
'Many times, he told the club,
a man is under the impression
that he is leaving $15,000, $25,-

hosptlat bills, and burial expenses.
Debts can include items such
as personal debts, notes, taxes,
installment payments, mortgage
on the homes, etc.
(Continued on Back Page)

Loyalty Sunday To
Be Observed At
Goshen On May 19
Sunday, May 19, will be. observed as Loyalty Sunday at the
Goshen Methodist church. This
is an important day in the ongoing life of the church, and
all members are urged to attend.
.H. W. Owen, and the commission
on stewardship and finance extends to every member a cordial
invitation to be present and
share this time of fellowship
and loyalty. Sunday school is at
10 o'clock followed by the worship service at 11 o'clock

Letter To Editor

I

Dear Editor:
A very dear friend sent me a
copy of the Ledger and Times
of May 6 with picture of Bethel
School. 1904. I surely was proud
of it even Atict 'rtre name was
misspelled. Should have been
Ona Chapman. It brought back
happy memories of dear friends
there. I do hope everyone I
know will write to me as I am
all alone and do appreciate hearing from old friends. I also went
to Temple Hill School with the
Keys family. Mr. Treamon Beale
and Miss Mollye, his wife, were
my former teachers. 0 how I
prize those memories.
Next to Kentucky I like Florida and as they laugh at us for
saying you all, why don't you
all come to Tampa. It's nice here
but there is no place I have
even been to compare with Kentucky in May. As they say, you
can get people away from Kentucky, but you can't get Kentucky out of the people. How
very true that is.
Ona C. Hilliard
6004 Highland
Tampa, 4, Florida

Efforts Fail:To
Save Smailloy

Three Cases
Heard in
ourt Here

Joe M. Hutson
School Graduate

.. F047' RILEY, Kan. (AHTNC)
son

Proceedings Set In Motion
Harry Sparks
By State Department Today
To Address
MSC Alumni _

—Peri Joe M. Hutson, 23,
. and Mrs. Worlick W.
'of
was
Huts ; Hazel, recently
graduated from the Fifth Army
Food Service School's eight' week cooks course at Fort Riley,
Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the
Three cases were heard in Kansas.
Murray State College Education
- ,
Calloway County Circuit Court
He was trained to prepare food Department, will be the speaker
yesterday ad jury verdicts were
on troop trains, in mess halls, on
returned in two.
:rack McKee. was convicted of trucks and in the field.
child desertion and fined $20.00
Hutson. a member of Comwhich was the minimum punish- pany B in the 1st Infantry Diviment fixed.
siori4_701st Ordnance Battalion,
In an earlier decision, Bobby_'entered- the Army last Septem'(he
for
operator
Coles, linutype
ber.
Ledger & Times, was acquitted
suit.
in an automobile accident
The plaintiff Was Teddy Barker,
Murray State student who had
Coles' alledged
that
charged
behind the *heel
negligence
caused him (Barker) to wreck
his automobile one year ago.
Barker had attempted to pass
a car in front of his as Coles
FRANKFORT
— Base are
was about to pass him.
replacing 'crappie- today a'the
Three youths pleaded guilty best offering of
Kentucky's lakes,
to grand larceny and were turn- the state
Department of Fish
ed over to their probation officer and Wildlife
Resorces reported.
by Judge H. H. Lovett. They
Good strings of bass have been
are Franklin H11, James W. Gal- taken, at Lake
Cumberland on
Dr. Harry Sparks
limore and Nick Wyatt.
minnows at night by still fisherThe trio had been arrested for men and nighttime
jiggers. Crap- at the MSC alumni banquet May
stealing a quanity of automobile pie catches around fallen
tree- 25 at 6:30 in the Carr Health
batteries from L. J. Hill, a local tops and strings of
bluegill pulled Building. ,
brief
a
After
used car dealer.
in by fly fishermen have also
Other highlights of the banconference Judge Lovett ordered been reported.
quet will include short speeches
them to appear in court at 9:00
Bass is the leirding catch at
May 21 when the State Parole Deli'
(Continued on Back Page)
Hollow, *ith anglers reOfficer would be in Murray.
porting best luck by casting
McKeel was charged by Mrs.
surface lures in the early mornHenry Boyd, his former wife, of
ing.
halting boa also pro*keying "neglected to provide for
duciAi good strings of bass and
their children all under age 14."
crappie.
McKee!. who represented his ow
lisutere le st-Aricesrater-basis *strcounsel, pleaded not guilty.
ing as fair with the stripers
Mrs. Boyd charged that Mchitting the area around Eggner s
Keel was absent much of the
time following their marriage in Ferry Bridge. The crappie run
Ann Arbor, Mich., in 1941. "He is about over although some
nice ones still are being taken
(Continued on Back Page)
in deeper water.

c

Bass Replacing
Crappie As Best
Lake Fishing

•

Robert Waddey, 34. charged with
transporting Cole across a state
line against his will. The warrants were issued in Calloway.
County.
Williams and Waddey were
freed under $250 bond following
serving I)f the warrants and secG.A.- D. Chandler's execu-' ond warrants chaiging them of
tive order requested the extradi- being fugitives from justice. Attion of bondsmen Joe Williams, torneys for the bondsmen said
67. and Robert Waddey, 34, they planned to fight extradition
Thursday to Kentucky.
charged
Nashville,
with taking Cole, a brickmason„ , Sheriff Brigham Futrell said
forcibly from his home May 14. today that he had been notified
The extradition order, drawrf that trial had been set in Gen(Continued on Back Page)
up today in the secretary of
state's office, specifically chargwith
ed Williams and Waddey
"imprisoning another against his
will" and "transporting him outside of the boundaries of the
state without authority in law."
Copies were mailed to Gov.
Frank Clement of Tennessee, the
prosecutor at Nashville and the
Cub Den number four visited
of Davidson County, Tenn.
he
Mammoth Cave last week, acWarrants were served Thurs- companied by Den mother and
day on two Nashville, Tenn., Den dad Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
bondsmen accused of abducting Solomon.
Those making the trip were
Noel Celle, 37, Murray. forcibly
from his home earlier this week, Tommy Sanders. Billy Wilson,.
but Cole said in Nashville that Bill Solomon, Kent Kingins, Alan
he does not wish to prosecute the Valentine, and the Den Chict
Jerry Adams.
pair.
They took a tour in the Great
Kentucky warrants were served on Joe Williams, 67, and Onyx Cave on Friday night
and Saturday 'morning they went
on the Echo River trip in Mammoth Cave Ths Den paid Jerry
from their tree
Ada•rui ex
sury in appreciation of his good
work as their Den Chief. The
also brough Jimmy Hughes
a souvenir from the cave as he
s as unable to make the trip!
The group enjoyed a wiener
ii,ast on Friday night on the
picnic grounds at Mammoth Cave
They spent Friday night in the
cabins at the cave.
Armed Forces Day drew al Troops from Fort Campbell's
large crowd in Murray yesterday 101st Airborne presented a weapthroughout -the rts
VW!' iMPTESs. uris
ed with parades. weapon dis- and various combat films awl
plays, and thr-vishors from Fort displays were shown by Air
Campbell. A portion of the 101st Force and Navy Recruiting CentLa Salle university of Phila'Airborne Division came to Mur- ers.
James Lassiter, Commonwealth delphia returns to the basketball
ray early yesterday and set up
modern weapon. displays on the Attorney, addressed the ROTC schedule of Murray State and
and visitors in place of Robert the Racers meet Florida State
square.
Over 500.-men from the Re- 0. Miller who was out of town. in a home and home basis next
County Judge Waylon Retenurri season.
serve Officers Training Corps
Murray will also journey to
from Murray State College were gave the welcoming address anit
welcomed by leading civic offi- told them that "This gives the Mississippi State for a game in
cials after they had marched citizens a chance. to see the addition to the regularly schedulfuture military leaders which ed meets within the conference.
downtown from the college.
A drill exhibition was given combine to make our country The coniplete schedule has not
been released but will total about
at 3:15 with the _drill team from strong."
Mayor George, Hart told of 25 contests.
Company G. 3rd Regiment. PerThe Thorobresis will not visit
the ROTC
ishing Rifles, ROTC. Music was the importance
furnished by the Murray State program. ''It not only readies the Southwest as they have done
for the past two years.'
(Continued on Back Page)
College ROTC Band.
FRANKFORT. May 17 aft —
The Commonwealth of Kentucky
today prepared to request extradition of two Nashville, Tenn.,
bondsmen accused of abducting
bond-jumper Newt Cole, 37, Murray, from his home this week.

Cub Den Four
Visits Cave

any See Armed
Forces Day Here

MANORVILLE ,N.Y. II —The
last rites Of the-Rorniin Oa:Wit
Church were administered today
to 7-year-old Benny Hooper,
2 hours in a 21/
trapped for 161
C. T. Winslow, Jr.
foot well shaft.
Hope for the child's life faded
000, $50,000 or more to his wife
his hand — the only
and children, but the way it at noon as
White bass catches have been
visible from
actually works out is that the part which had been
best at Herrington Lake at night
disapper—
shaft
the
of
top
the
estate undergoes shrinkage of
with black ,bass taken in the
ed under sand sifting from the
25% and even 50% or more.
g or-late
well.
the
of
sides
Four items are responsible for
Dewey Lake rated bluegill as
Paul
Father
as
even
But
This shrinkage. Winslow told the
the top catch with a few crappie
- attentive Rotarians. These four Metalziki made the sign of the
Mrs. George Hart will, attend and bass also being Jas_nded.
ceremony
brief
the
begin
to
cross
items are administrative costs,
the National P. T. A. congress
debts, Federal estate tax, and at 12:30 p.m. EDT, workers conFIVE DAY FORECAST
meeting in Cincinnati next week
tinued frantic eforts to tunnel
the Kentucky inheritance tax.
as ime of the delegates representThe administrative costs in- to the child's side from another
By .United Press
ing the board of managers of
clude such items as doctor and shaft some 15 feet away.
Kenticky — Temperatures or
Kentucky P. T. A.
A huge, industrial type vacuThe convention opens Sunday the five-day period, Saturday
um cleaner was brought in to
and runs through Wednesday. ihrough Wedneday, Will average
suck out sand and debris which
Headquarters will be in the near the state normal of 66
had sifted down on the boy. But
Netherland - Hilton Hotel. The ilegrees. except two to five deKris and the Fire Department
Miss Sarah Ann Ward
theme of the convention is "The grees below normal in the northvetoed its use for fear the VaCUMiss Sarah Ann Ward is the Family and the Community; Each east portion. Cooler Saturday
urn would loosen more sand and
entry of Holcomb Chevrolet. She Shapes the Other— The P. T. A and Sunday, warmer again Monalso remove oxygen.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. serves both for Responsible Citi- (la) or Tuesday. Precipitation
The last physical contact with is
2 inches
/
Marion Ward and is a home zens in Resourceful Communi- will average 34 to 11
,Benny was at 11:30 Thursday
Murray ties."
at
major
,s necaFional petiods of showeconomics
night when he grasped briefly
State.
Mrs. Hart is state chairman . rs
a hook which foremen lowered
Miss Ward has light brown of the high school service. She
sse
slipped
hand
His
hole.
Hundreds of Scouts, Explorers into the
/
hair and blue eyes.
will be at special conferences
and their leaders are making off as firemen tried to pull him
Playing the piano is her hobby on the high school level Tuesdas
preparations for the week-end free.
with tennis comprising the sport and Wednesday.
Rescuers completed a parallel
May 24, 25, and 26. At that
she favors.
Mrs. Raymond Bolton, Corbin,
narrow
the
Time the Four Rivers Boy Scout hole 15 feet from
She is active in campus soror- president of the state congress.
Council will hold a "Camporall" well shaft before dawn. Using ity activity.
and Mrs. William J. Lattin
at the Boy Scout Reservation hydraulic jacks, they began forcOwensboro, immediate past preson Kentucky Lake near Jonathan ing three-foot pipe through the
ident will head the Kentucky ,
Creek. The term "Camporall" sand toward the trapped youngdelegation.
means that it will be a week-end ster. A conveyor belt carried the
camping experience for all Boy and clear of the excavation in
Scout Troops and Explorer Units the backyard of the Hooper
of the Purchase Area and Obion home in this Long Island corn(Continued on Back Page)
County, Tennessee. Scout officials
estimate over forty units and
eive hundred boys will particiDear Editor:
pate.
Guess you will be surprised
The big event of the Campto hear from me here. but here
orall will be a "Klondike Derby"
we are in Portland, Oregon, to
which will be a competitive
make it our home.
event where Scouts and ExplorWe moved the last of April
ers will pass , through several
and changed our address at the
stations. At eech station they
(Jack) Wells, age
J.
A.
Mr.
postoffice in Detroit, but the)
will be confronted with various
83, passed away Thursday at
'will not forward papers, sr.
(Continued on Back Page)
General
Murray
the
at
p.m.
1:30
would you please change my
Hospital. His death was attributaddress to Portland as I still
a
following
complications
ed to
like the news from 'home.
short illness.
Hope everyone is fine, we are.
of
Hardin,
resident
a
Mr. Wells.
This is a beautiful spot of the
and
teacher
school
was a retired
world. The mountains and flowKELLEY SCHOOL, 1897
Mies Henrietta Warren
a former resident of Calloway
ers are gorgeous, you think
the
is
Warren
well
Henrietta
quite
is
Miss
County where he
Noah Story, Alton Orr, Bans Humphreys, Kenny Jones, Tom Erteacher,
you are dreaming when you
Tarry,
Cary
Top row:, left to right,
By UNITED PRESS
known.
entry of the J. T. Hale Motor look at them.
Cunningham.
Clarence
Orr,
Bethel
Paschall,
Jesse
win,
Junior
Murray
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
numerous aSles in the
Survivors include
We won't get to come home
Second row, left to right, Thal Phillips, visitor, Oce Wrather, Andrew Armstrong, Claude Cunningham.
cloudy and mild with scattered neices and nephews among whom Chamber of Commerce Miss Jay- so often as when we were in
scheduled
Phillips, Will Jones, Asher Cooper, Bunk Clark, Emmet Erwin, Porter Cooper,
showers and thunderstorms to- are; Auburn and Voris Well, Cee contest which is
Michigan. but will get home Houston Webb,()mei West, Gat
day and tonight, high today both of Murray. Mrs. 011ie Bar- for tonight in the college audi- about every two years.
Wilburn Cunningham. Luther ()rr, Lee Clark, Obie Waldrop, Morgan Orr, Syrus Orr, visitor.
near 80, low tonight 60. Saturday nett of Murray and Mrs. Ted torium.
I think my paper renewal is
Third row, left to right. Ruby Clark. Bessie Phillips, Nola Orr, Berlie Waldrop, Etha Cunningham, Abelene
re2artly cloudy with showers end- Stanford of Lexington. Ky.
Miss Warren is a home ecrihe- July. or August. You let me
Hazzie Jones, Pearl Wrather, ghellie Clark, Lunic West, Maude Wrather, Quitman Webb, Zelna Guthrie,
West,
ing and turning cooler.
Funeral services will be con- mica major at Murray State and know as I will want to keep
Stephens, Rufus Black, Clarence Erwin, Tommy Jones.
Gestov
ducted Saturday at 2:00 p.m. ,at is 18 years old. She is the daugh- it coming put this way.
row, left to right, Sally Phillips, George and Les Jones, twins.Mary Jones, Zilpha Orr, Monico Taylor,
Fourth
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: the Methodist Church in Hardin. ter of Mt. and Mrs. Henry Waryou,
Thank
Louisville 53. Covington 49, Pa- Burial will be in the Old Wades- ren.
Bardney West, !Linda Moore, Maggie Cunningham, Gedie Jones, Flora Clark, Docil Armstrong.
Mrs. Quinn W. (Gustaval
She has blond hair and blue
ducah 64, Bowling Green 58, boro Cemetery.
Bottom row, left to right, sitting on groahd, Chas Cooper, Latham (7unningham, Muncie Clark, Ebb ArmSlay
Funeral eyes and musie and sewing are
The Philbeck-Cann
Lexington 49. London 51 and
Hallett Armstrong, Galon West, Robert 'Phillips, Aloin Cooper, Emerson Cooper.
strong,
802 7 N. E. Glisan
Ilopkinsville 63.
Home of Benton has charge of Pier hobbies. Tennis and e.eimPhotograph is property of Monico Waldrop,'-preseted by Emmett Erwin.
••• ,seing form her favorite sports.
Portland 16, Oregon
the arrangements.
Evansville, Ind., 60.

Mrs. George Hart
To Attend National
'PTA Congress Meet

lllll

Scouts Are
Ready For
Camporall

LaSalle Returns
To Racer Schedule

-

0010*
".•.••••••...-

[— Letter To Editor
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A. J. Wells
Passes Away

1 Weather
Report
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It's A Sluggers Era But
Pitchers Have A-Day Too
By FRED DOWN
United Press Snorts Writer
It's a slugger's era but those
song-suffering pitchers have their
days and nights, too. And a few
more feats like those of Thursclay •will have the hitters asking
who took the rabbit out of the
lively ball:

JAMES C. VtiLLIAM.S, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the beat
interest ef our readers.
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITM.ER CO., 13ao
NATIONAL
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
kw., Chicago; 80 Bolyston St., Bostora

UNITED
PRESS

STANDINGS
American League

altered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
Lihicago
RUBSCRIPMON RATES: By Carrier - in Murray, per week alle, per New York
Nion...la 105c. Zn Calioway and adjoining counties, per year $3.50; else- Cleveland
Boston
enere. $5.50.
Detroit
Kansas City
FRIDAY — MAY 17, 1957
Baltimore
Washington

W
16
16
15
14
13
12
9
7

L
7
8
9
13
14
15
15
21

Pct
.696
667
625
519
481
.444
.375
.250

—Bob Turley, a last - minute
replacement for Whitey Ford,
pitched a four-hitter ana started
the season's first triple play to
give the‘New York Yankees a 3victory over the Kansas City
Athletics.
—Sandy Koufax, 21-year-old
bonus whiz, equalled the season's
single game high of 13 strikeputs and yielded only four hits
in powering the Brooklyn Daders to a 3-2 decision over the
chicago Cubs.

GB

1%
4
5
6
71
/
2

Yeah:eau': Results'
Detroit 2Bottbn I ,
New York 3 Kansas City 0, night
night
Chicago 8 Washington
Cleveland 4 Baltimore 3, 41.1 inns.,
night

EVERYTHING is topsy-turvy where a home, once stood in Lampasas, Tex. A wall of water gushed.
(International Roundphoto)
over the site after a seven-inch rainfall.

r.,
Today's Gaisses,

abaft.

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

Cleveland at Washington, night
Chicago at Baltimore, night
Detroit -at New York, night
Kansas City at Boston, night

Tomorrow!.

GIIIMOS

Cleveland at Washington
Detroit at New York
Kansas City at Boston
Chicago at Baltimore, night

Jainn —b-f-ii3ite anti pail
Dailey in a scene from a wonderful new motion piethre, "'THE WINGS OF EAGLES," with Ward Band
opening Sunday for a three-day engagement at the
Varsity Theatre.
L,C11

!WU,
•

ti 1:al a

H-BOMB REBEL OF FOR TEST SITE

National League
w L Pct GB
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
St. Louis
New York
Pittsburgh
Chicago

18
17
15
14
13
11
8
7

8
9
10
12
12
16
18
18

.692
.654
.600
.538
.520
.407
.308
.280

1
21
/
2
4
4½
74a
10
11 1/2

TVA sair today that an estimated $iti,000,000 in transportation charges was saved in the
caienaar year i9a6 oy shippers
using toe sennessee River waterway. a hepsavings in freight 01115
over the 'next cheapest available
mode ut transportation is nasea
on shipment ot 11.6 milison tons
of freight.
Operating a n d maintenance
charges during the year for TVA,
the U. S. Lorpa of Engineers,
and the Coast aluard were $1,780,000. The. net transportation
benefit represents a rerurn '01
11.7 per cent on the $138,260,000
investment in t h e navigation
,Estimated savings to shippers
. art_
lor the past seven year?
569,3011,000.

Yesterday's Results

Brooklyn 3 Chicago 2
Cincinnati 3 New York 2, 10 inns,
In a safety report covering
night
for 19a0,
Pittsburgh 2 Milwaukee 1, night its power operations
today that six
St: Louis 5 Philadelphia 0, night IVA disclosed
of its hydro plants and one ot
its steam plants have not experienced any aisaoling injuries
Today's Games
to personnel since their operations began. These plants haa
Brooklyn at Chicago. -a total service of 58 years and
New Yolk at Cincinnati, night
en of Hiao
t
as follows: 'Hiwassee hydro plant
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
16 years, 10 mutnhs; Dougtas
hydro plant 13 years, 11 months,
Kentucky hydro 12 years, 6
Tomorrow's Games
'
months; Watauga hydro 7 years,
Brooklyn at Chicago
8 months; South - Holston hydro
New York at Cincinnati
5 years, 8 months, Gallatin Steam
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee
Plant 1 year, 4 months; and
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Chatuge hydro I year.
Aln addition, four hydro plants
—Great Falls, Blue Ridge, Ocoee
No. 1, and aWtts Bar — 'has
had no disabling injuries for
the past ln years. Twenty other
plants — 12 hydro plants ana

•

HAROLD STEELE, 63. who has been protesting the forthcoming British
H-bomb tests on Christmas Island. in the Fanning Group, is shown
with his wife as he leaves London on the first leg of a journey to the
remote island. The father of three children. Steele says he is ready
to die alone, if necessary, as a final protest. He e-as scheduled, however,to meet in New Delhi,India, Ian Dixon,21, and David Graham,
25, who have agreed to go with him. (International Radiophoto)
-es

Notice
TRUCKING - EXCAVATING and
BACK HOE WORK

-

Vehicular accidents decreased
from 83 in 1965 to 65 in 1956,
or 22 per cent. The number ot
miles driven by vehicles was
aouut the same- in both years
—about 11.5 million. '1he frequency of vehicular accidents decreased 14 per cent from 0.7
per 100,000 miles driven in 19a3
to 0.6 in 19ao. An analysts 01
of vehicular accidents in 1956
uisclosea tnat more than hail
of the accidents occurred on
straight roads, on hard surface
paving, in clear weather, aria
on ary roads.
An average of 101 safety meetings were scheduled each month
auring.1666 kir the various power—etiVisiOn.s. 18 atiMuon To regularly schedulea meetings, the
Power Engineering and construction Division ana the major steam
plants held weekly meetings on
the job with their crews. Other
meetings were held as required.
Assistance also was given in
formulating safety programs to
those distributors ol-TakA power
that requested it:

TVA reported today the results of two public auction sales
of land in the Watts Bar ana
Kentucky reservoir areas. Fortynine ut 30 tracts in Rhea, Roane,
and Loudon Counties, Tennessee,
on Watts Bar Laae, embracing
Dial acres, sold for $54,1b0, 30
per cent more than the minimum
—T-we— tots-c
the Jonathan Creek Subdivision.
near Eggners I erry Linage, an°
41 tracts in "lugs Cailue:ay anc.
Marshall Counties, Kertrucsy, 01.
acres,, were sold for $100,525,
Kentucky Lake, aggregating 1,a'n.
or 93 per cent over the minimum
acceptable prices for the land.

GERALD STONE

and EUGENE ROBERTSON

REASONABLE RATES

This Man Can Help You
Plan For A Secure Future
NEIL W. ETHERIDGE
Now Representing BMA In The
Murray Areal
Let Neil Etheridge show you how
you can get the most from your
insurance dollars with BMA pro- Atection.

Phone 1939-M
7201: Sycamore - Murray
LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT and HEALTH • GROUP
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Bob
Satterfield, 186, Chicago, outpointed: F\rankie Daniels, 1841
/
2,
Bakersfield,
alif:, (10).

Water Surfact
Water Level:
Condition: Cle
Kind of Fish
Bass are bein
ace plugs; hut
St bet. Size o
ent.
Crappie are
rn'.apows and E
Catehes: Excellt
Striped Bass
on minndws an
Catches: Excelli
Bream or B
caught in no
Catches: Excelli
Catfish are bs
bait. Size of Ca
Parties Cate
Barcliff of St.
wak two bass,
pounds and o
pounds. Roy I
came in with
crappie, some
pounds.
A party of 14
Charles Onstot t
tucky, Fay G
North of Houst
came in witt
crappie for ti
wk.
Outlook ofr
crappie have
deep water,
some good Cr.
the best bet is
are hitting al&
bass are t.'"M 111
It you are
11111108Cialp a

Box If

,
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GOLD I

Soft DI
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The only true measure of any hybrid is how k

BO-

performs on ALL your corn-acres—not just on a
small, favored piece of ground. Last year, Funk's
G-Hybrids again demonstrated their capacity to

an

Jrnake record full-field -yields, in this and every
other important corn growing area. And because

—4

fits on your farm. Plant your next crop to Funk's-G. ,
tool,/

1,400,000-member le..mster s L mon, these five men held a
at
AFL-CIO Presithnt • George Meany at which they diswith
ceoference
closed
Washingcussed "geheTal problems" at the labor organizations headquarters in
Lee, Chlton. Pictured -as they arrived for the con.7erence are (1. to r.) William
Washingcago; Joe Divilw, San Francisco; James Hoffa, Detroit; Einar Mohn,
(International Soundphoto)
ton, D.C., and Thomas Hickey, New York.
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RE-ELECT

Owen Billington
State Representative

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMIT!
FREE INSPECTION

—Licensed and Insured—
San, Kelley
Phosso 441

It's
FULL-FIELD-YIELDS
that count!

Funk's G-Hybrids are consistently good, year after
year—depend on them for full cribs and top pro-
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...plant them!.
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Parker Pop Corn
Company
South Seclund Street

DU

Murray, Kentucky.

SERVING THE FARMER SINCE 1937

He helped put the Minimum Foundation Program for Education in effect
and raised teachers' salaries.

Kelley's Pest
Control

— FRIENDS OF KY. EDUCATION SYSTEM
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RETIRING

CHICAGO IP
Samuel J.
Byer:, 67, head of the 'Laundry
Workers International Union, has
announced he will resign 'the
$18,000-a-year post he has held
for the past-.. 12 years.
The Indianapolis. Ind., chief
of the 72,000-member union made
the announcement Monday at
the opening of the union's quadrennial convention here.
Byers was under pressure to
quit after the union was threatened with possible suspension
from the AFL-CIO for a welfare
fund scandal.
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Thirty-eight years ago (1919a
a Navy NC-4 seaplane made the
first trasis-Atlantic flight ham
Rockaway., Long Island to Piv
mouth, England

fishing
W
rillman
the land of ete
be could fish
Petersburg, Fla.,
he isn't fishing
which is bare]:

tioiVe

Teamsters "Big Five" Meet With Meany

MEDICAL • ANNUKTIES

131.3SINERS MEN'S

Frank Robinson singled home
Wally Post with two out in the
10th to lift the Redlegs into the
NL lead. Tom Acker shut out
the Giants for the last two Innings to win his third game.
Al Smith's double scored JiRi
Busby with Cleveland's winning
run and gave Early Wynn his
fourth win of the year. Tito
Francona and Ray Moore hornered for the Orioles.

0

What you hay
your line either
a fish according
dean of Heddon'!
And, Willman,
with catching m
on sporting tack
ing man, shoialc
he speaks.

imp

HVIBRID

saADICATE

Bubba Phillips smashed five
straight hits, including a homer
and triple as the White Sox scored .their fifth srtaight win as0
held first place in the American
League by a half game. Two
home runs by Roy Sievers and
one by Jim Lemon produced
Washington's runs.

What-16
Hour Li

Thirty-one years ago T1925),
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd,
An estimated 969.000 visits were made his historic first airplane,
made to TVA dams and steam flight over the North Pole flying
plants in April, TVA said today. a tri-motored Fokker monoplane

Kirksey, Kentucky

QUALITY WORK AT

Braves Lose League Lead
The Pirates knocked Milwaukee out of first place when
Friend survived a ninth-inning
rally to win his third game. Ed
Mathews homerea to uptai Lae
ninth and Friend yielded three
more hits before he finally retired the side. Roberto Clemente
homered for the Pirates.
Frank Bolling's home run got
Detroit on in front in the first
inning. Williams doubled and
scored_ the Red Sox' run is the
ninth lath his average dipped to
.269.

MURRAY LOAN CO.

By UNITED PRESS
REVERE, Mass.—Tony Veranis,
146, Boston, Mass., outpointed
Joe Klein, 151, New York 18.)•

LAUNDRY' FIE

bunt after walking two batters
trills_
in the second to start the
_
killing.
Koufax extended the Cubs'
home losing streak to eight. Cub
pitchers Moe Drabowsky a n
Turk Linen fanned 10 Dodgers,
the two-team total of 23 strikeouts equalling the National League record, Duke Snider homered in the sixth.
Wally Moon tripled home two
us in a four - run Cardinal
fourth inning and McDaniel did
the rest as no Paillidelphia ba.%
runner reached third.

Telephone 13C
506 W. Main St.
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO.'

PORTLAND, Ore. — Carmen
Basilio, 150, Syracuse, N. Y.
TKO'd
Harold (Baby
Face)
Jones, 150, Detroit (4), (nontitle).

— See —
JAMES H. ROBERTSON

Facts
Fight

8 steam plants — had no disabling injuries in 19ao.
i he accident frequency rate
for ail ox a VA's power operations
dropped from 6.1 lost-time sectGents per million man - hours
workea in Ietia to DJ in 1930,
a aecrease ot 21 per cent, however, the severity rate of msaiming injuries increased hum
1,0ti2 days lost per restinon mannouns worked in laaa to 2,328
Gays in 1966, or 54 per cent.

l'his was. 256,300 greater than
in April a year ago.
The April figures brought the
total for the lint four months
of 1957 to 2,5137,600, compare°
with 1,901,250 for the same
period in 1956.
Chickamauga Dam again led
the list for April wan 148,800;
itentucky Dam was second with
114,000; Norris Dam was thira
witn 98,600. Others: Pickwick
Landing Lam 8.9,300; Guntersvuie
Dam 74,600; Fort Louaoun Dant
b1,000; Liouglas Lam 39,500; )'ontana Dam 36,600; Wesson Dam
.30,410; .ch-erosee Dam 35;000;
Watts Bar Lam 32,400; &Ann
Holston Dam 31,000; Boone Dam
27,200; Wheeler Darn 24,800; Watauga Dam 24,200; k ort, Patrick
Henry Darn 19,400; Hales Bar
Darn 12,500; Kingston Steam
Plant 6,300; Gallavin Steam Plant
4,00; Widows Creek tseam Plant
3,100; John Sevier Steam Plant
2,700; Johnsonville Steam Plant
2,000; Hiwassee Lam 1,a0u; Shawnee Steam Plant 1,100; Cowen
Steam Plant 800.

—Lindy McDaniel, 21-year-old
St. Louis Cardinal .bonus boy,
also flipped a four-hitter and
gained his first major league
shutout with a 5-0 decision over
the Philadelphia Phillies.
—Bob Friend, scoring his first
victory since April 28, scatt4red
seven hits in pitching the Pittsburgh Pirates to a 2-1 win over
the Milwaukee Braves.
Williams Fans Thrice
--Jim Bunning struck out Ted
Williams three times and hurled
a...five-hitter as the Detroit Tigers beat the Boston Red Sox,
2-1.
=Billy Pierce yielded three
homers but had an eight-hitter
for his fifth win in the Chicago
White Sox' 8-3 triumph over the
Washington Senators.
Fine pitching was also dominant in the other two games—
both of which went 10 innings.
The Cincinnati Redlegs, taking
over undisputed possession of
first place in the National League, shaded the New York
Giants, 3-2, and the Cleveland
Indians beat out the Baltimore
Orioles, 4-3.
Turley struck out seven and
walked five in winning his first
game of the year as Mickey
Mantle got his sixth homer. Turley grabbed Alex Kellner's pop
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Europeans
TRY THESE FOR SIZE
LURES
TO
• by
Beconting More
CATCHES

What-You Hair-at-The End Of The Ledger & Times
FISHING CONTEST
Hour Line Affects The Fish

HUSH

011111r
•
(May S -through Auguist 12, 1957, inclusive)
Bass Ikes with new foul-proof play. Cataloged the B3 for spinWhat you have at the end of called a resident.
leader that keeps the line away ning, 84 for casting, the lures
by JIM DUMAS
your kne either catches or scares, APiyays in quest of data which Fishing Contest
from hook and spinning blade are available in red and white
a fish according to Walt Willman, will help fishermen catch more THE LEDGER AND TIMES
have been announced by the all wilite, yellow, otack and
dean of Heddon's Research Staff. fish, Willman made a trip to the Murray, Ky.
Kautzky Lazy Ike Co., For I white, black and yellow, and red
CLASS A ( ) CLASS B ( ) CLASS C (
By CLAIRE FOX
Joand
Sparks
M.
Harry
Dr.
And, Willman, who is credited famous Marine Studios at St.
Dodge, Iowa.
and yellow color combinations.
(Class A — Contest for men; Class B — Contest for women;
seph E. Crawford, professor and United Press Staff Correspondent
with catching more tons of fish Augustine. Here in those huge,
Available in two sizes (14- oz.,
In addition to being positively
Class C — Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of student at Murray State took
—
7.r:
,
are
LONDON
uropeans
on sporting tackle than any liv- crystal clear tanks, where live
No. 2 haok for -Spinning; 14 oz., foul-proof, the new -- leader elicatch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
final
from
away
time
sport
enough
American
as
apple,
as
becoming
saltwater
ing mon, should know whereof all species of
No. 2/0 hook for casting) the mioales swivels. Weighted head
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the exam preparation to start the pie.
he speaks.
fishes Willman conducted a re- following statements are true:
Kautzky Bass Ikes are 'shipped of. the Bass Ike holds point upball
bass
the
n
rolling
division
actually
fact,
in
Briton,
A
vealing experiment.
Date Caught
six_to a self-merchandising dn.._ right.
Kind of Fish
fishing all over this naof the Big Fishing Contest. -Dr. can
apple pie, just-tike some
He worked down below the
Willman settled down in
largelb.
Harry
make,
5
to
a
used
the
brought
American's mother
tanks where he could see
INDUSTRIALiSTt'BURIED
Girth
Length,,
the bind of eternal sunshine so fish through glass windows. His Weight
mouth into Enix's Sporting Goods at a London lunch counter. He
he eould fish every day. St. wife, Nell, a famous champion
Tuesday and Crawford weighed also can order a supacawfee, and
NEW YORK dr — Funeral
Petersburg, Fla., claimsle
im when tournament caster, was above
in a 4 lb. 10 oz largemouth at get it, along with a sinker to
Lake or stream where caught
services were to be held today
he isn't fishing or r
arching, the tank following Willman's
,the Ledger & Times.
dunk in the brew.
for Cornetpus Francis Kelley, 82,
which is barely enou h to be instructions delivered over the
A sinker, as any Englishman
Fishing License No.
County
retired chairman of the board
State
knows, is a doughnut.
public address system.
of the Anaconda Co.
the size of
by
see'
can
you
As
Rock'n'roll has swepl the contiBy telling her where to cast,
Kelley, a leading figure in
Reel
the CATCHES, its, going to be nent, along with the ctucktailed
how fast to work the 1 u r e, Rod Used
the copper industry for nearly
a 'whopping' battle among the haircuts that go with it.
which :ures to use, etc.. he was
half a century, died Sunday
et
fisher-people.
t Test
Leader
The French eat something they
• able to observe the reactions of Line
Test
following an operation.
now call "lunch." The plural
the various fishes.
Quite frequently the
Not only did they try differ- Kind of fly, plug or live bait used
Both used their favorite baits is "unchs."
Forty-two years ago (1915), the
is a "sandwich"
ent lures, colors, sizes, shapes,
as well as spots in landing mid-day meal.
merchant ship SS Gulflight beWater Surface: 60 degrees.
"snack."
a
or
sandchs)
(plural.
etc., but also leaders, snap switheir CATCHES. Dr. Sparks has
came the first American ship
Water Level: 358.4
used
French music fans like to' listen
vels, various colors in lines and Color of plug or fly pattern
an old stump somewhere in that
sunk by a German submarine
Condition: Clearing
they call
ballads
_
American
to
different
tests.
pound
Willman
vast lake and his LURE-the
in World War 1,
Kind of Fish Biting Now:
surprised to learn how many As close as podsible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish white bomber. Crawford hooked "slows." One of the most fre,quent
Bass are being caught on sur- was
a
is
Paris
in
criihe
of
day:
types
of
time
dashed
fish
-up
right
to the was caught and
his at a pond near Wingo, using
face plugs; hula popers are the
committeed
a jitter-bug which should be "holdup." It often is
best bet. Size of Catches: Excel- lure, looked it over and refused
to hit it.
most interesting to lovers of the on "weekends."
ent.
The British go in for "gimTrying to find the reason, he
jitters.
Crappie are being caught on
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
micks" in a big way, while the
termiin
changes
countless
made
(vows and Dude Jigs. Size of
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
West Germans prefer "gags."
this
with
up
came
and
tackle
nal
tEhes: Excellent.
This puts Mr. Sparks into the What used tc be called a "lied"
or
bright
Anything
observation.
Striped Bass are being caught
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows,
pk_ak. lead in the small or largemouth in West Germany frequently is
If requested to do so by the judges, I agree to furnish
.on minnolws and spinners. Size of prominent ahead of the lure,
Bait - Gas - Oil . Groceries •
._ class with 35 points and Crawford known as a "song" today.
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
connecting
swivel,
snap,
a
as
such
Catches: Excellent.
Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing LicWest Germans refer to youngis runnerup with twenty points.
BE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS
caused
leader,
wire
bright
link,
Bream or Bluegill are being
Telephone
ense - Soft Drinks
Remember now they lead in sters as "teen-agers," and often
by (signed)
caught in redworms. Size of many of the fish to pass up the Caught
in this class until someone brings call a government investigation
offering.
Catches: Excellent.
in one larger. Also tf either a "hearing," as in congressional
State
City
But, when he had his wife tie Address
— ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
Catfish are being caught on cut
wants to really build up their hearing. Their radio stations feaofila
mon
to
directly
lure
the
bait. Size of catches: Excellent.
usually
points, they should enter into ture rock'n'roll music,
Parties Catch Fish: Charles ment leader, the fish„hit it con- Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
the remaining five classes for sung in German, except for key
wire leaders
Name
2.
Barcliff of St. Louis came in sistently. Short
.1. Name
its the total points that produce phrases, such as "rock that Susie,
wilt two bass, one Weighing 71s, •scored log' but 5 to 6 foot monthe grand prize. Of course the Rock."
pounds and one weighing 4,4 ofilarrient leaders tied directly
Address
Hutdog, striptease and parking
champion and runnerup in each
Address
pounds. Roy Baker and party to the lure took fish better than
class of each division will be have become international words,
came in with a nice string of any other hookup.
short awarded prizes, but naturally along with campaign. A chromThis invisiblity factor at the I am enclosing a clear photograph of myself and the fish and a
crappie, some weighing 214
restaurant
end of you line is one of the letter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points. the grand prize is,the goal. That ium -trimmed counter
pounds.
will be given to. one man. one off London's Piccadilly Circus
this for the extra points ( ).
A party of four. Mr. and Mrs. reasons spinning is so deadly, (Cheat here if you are doing
woman and ,one minor (under features ham and eggs, wimpy
Charles Onstott of Danville. Ken- -declares Willman, because the
cheeseburgers and something call-16).
spinning
being
line
monofilament
Reasonable Rates - CotIn
:
tucky, Fay Gann and Gibson
ed a "Freddie," a "cold frankis
leader.
all
actually
a.tel Rooms, AMto
ts,en
e
tpaagrra
North of Houstonville. Kentucky,
cucumber."
pickled
-a
with
furter
Remember when you were a
came in with their limit of
Several good CATCHES were
it. So do
love
Germans
The
crappie for the second straight youngster, reminds Willman, and
reported by Mrs. Bl'own at the British. In fact, many Britons
watched the bluegills grab up
— Soloman Lynhurst Resort, John Neely and have abandoned tea in favor
CHICAGO of
pieces
bread
or
• Golf
luncheon
meat
Outlook ofr the Week: The
Feuerstein. 48, is growing weary Ed Mitchell of Greenville cleaned of American-style coffee. An
you tossed them? Then, when you
• Water Sports
crappie have moved into the
of three little words—"Stick' em up on bass, in company of famed American tea drinker sometimes
put the same bait on a hook
deep water, but there is still
up."
guide Duck Smith of Fulton.
• Swimming in our beautihas a difficult time getting the
some good crappie fishing. But and line the bluegills would
In four months, the insurance
ful filtered swimming
traditional British national drink
merely
look
over
it
and
swim
the best bet is bass. The stripes
collector has been robbed five
A Mr. and Mrs. Mclndoo of with his dinnner dessert.
pool.
away.
The
secret,
he
is
says,
to
are hitting also the big-mouthed
times.
Terre RalltP. ind, took their
-Just getting tired in boating?
bass are coming out of the nests. use monofilament for Line and
"And there was another time share also. They were guided
WE INVITE YOU TO ENJOY
First thing you should do is
if you are a bass fisherman completely bury the hook inside
the bread or meat. Then all the become
the when I ran away in time," he by Dutch Owens.
with
acquainted
especially a fly •fisherman, hurry
said.
fish see is the food.
Coast Guards equipment requireup and come on down.
Feuerstein walks from door to
A hot tip is out that spoon
Don't let the fish see anything ments, so we therefore reduce
Honest lohn
At The
daee- collecting tve•Arkiedirr-stn-tort:- manager
but let7127' }UM'
ns mhed Will- Win -to -capsule
He
policies.
insurance
on. life
you gen get those at all of the
Ky. Lake State Park Dock man, and your chances of fooling digest.
' to much greater.
it
Lifesaving devices: The law makes his rounds mostly from 4 sponsors listed on this page.
Its 0)9. Murray. Ky.
home
are
people
Municipal
CHICAGO
Sill y9 you must have at least one to 8 p.m. after
accost
Jim Johnson, local disc Jock. bond sales in January totaled an
approver life-saving device for from work, and bandits
"ON THE SHORES OF BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE"
him after dark.
is Angina the "mud turtle blues." Impressive $645 million. the Ineach person in your boat. For
Phone ID-6-8331
Route 6
They robbed me the very first I Rarely does he pitch a hook in vestiment Bankers Association of
any boat up to 40 feet long you
one.
catching
without
'
statistiFeuerjob,"
the
ring
on
its
went
in
I
day
jackets,
reported
America
life
either
use
can
stein complained.
cal bulletin.
bouys or boat cushions.
From all reports crappie is
Two robbers beat him, knocked
to
The large volume of issues, ti
Lights: You're required
market.
on Concord Highway
to have lights only if you operate him down and kicked him on slacking off; now if I were in association said was
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
it between sunset and sunrise. Feb. 15, but the short, plump this contest. I'd enter one right under substantially easier morn.
MINNOWS - FISHING
BOATS
For any boat up to 28 feet you collector said it could have been away regardless of the size. Ap- market conditions than prevail.
parently we have no entries in December.
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
must have a combination light up worse.
"I didn't have to go to the In crappie unless a possible 2
This fact, together with a ter
front which shows red to port
III.
FISHING LICENSE
OIL
part of state an
(left when you're facing for- hospital," he said. "A doctor fix- pounder caught with a minnow. dency on the
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
ROUTE 6
local governments to adjust •
starboard ed me up."
to
green
and
ward)
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
Sol's boss, Harry Bekman. told
Its a good way to get started higher noiney cssits. resulted •
(right), and a white light in
Off Highway
Turn
BOATS arid MOTORS
Feuerstein that robbers pick on and points count the same. Next a contraction in the volume '
the back of the boat which can
94E Near Murray
the associati
Issues,
urged
postponed
and
little,
he's
because
him
take
hook,
one
to
you
it
one
be seen from any direction for
him to find other work. But of our sponsors and let him veri- added.
two miles.
Feuerstein was adamant.
fy your CATCH; who knows?
Fire extinguisher: If you own
"I'm not going to quit my job."
COTTAGES - SAND BEACH
an outboard boat less than 26
he said. "I came here 18 years
Stubblefield's Grocery. down in
COMPLETE DOCK
feet long of open construction ago from Poland to get away
New Concord predicts that, the
• you aren't required to have a from persecution, and I have a
FACILITIES
rise
recent
the
of
water
will
fire extinguisher. But if your watch him on his route.
make Blood River a bass haven.
BOATS - MOTORS
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
boat has any enclosed space,
However, Feuerstein was con- Go by and make Mr. Stubblegr.
GAS - OIL
BAITS
no matter how small, you are cernned when he heard that
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE...
,
field show you the big ones.
your
If
one.
have
to
required
PICNICING FACILITIES
detectives have been assigned to Tell him Hush Puppy ,serst
ICE CHESTS
boat is more than 26 feet but less watch him on his rout.
-4
than 40 you're required to have
"I hope nobody gets shot," he
-•that
dinner
Incidentially
fish
NO
MOSQUITOS —
FISHING
AND
—
FUN
fire
two. You can dispense with
said. "I wouldn't want that to at Sue & Charlies was good,
SERVICE STATION
BOTH CRUSHED
extinguisher if you've a fixed happen."
indeed and I never heard the
fire extinguiper system in the
owned and operated by
and BLOCK ICE
first mosquito in a boat ride at
machnery sace.
* MAX LOVETT
Cobb's
Irvin
Ventilation: If your boat is
-•* BILL ROBERTS
TORRIO DEAD
decked over so gas fumes might
4th & Chestnut
Ph. 213
might
YOU
to
want
choose
,
0
ag4
_NAL'j,"
— 414 So. 4th St. —
accumulate in the bilges under
light weight equipment as heaI the motor or fuel tank compartNEW YORK (0, —Johnny Ter- vy rods and reels are tiresome to
ments, those areas must be ven- ri°, the man who taught gangcast, but when fishing for large
tilated by two or more ventilators. ster Al Capone a lot of what he
fish such as big 'northerns or
Flame arrestor: Not required on knew, died so quietly three
-muskies Ifreff-'711' course heavy
outboard motors. All engines weeks ago that his death went
equipment is needed. However,
must have them.
unnoticed until Tuesday, when the Average fisherman will
hats
Signaling devices: You're not his will was filed for probate.
better luck and more pleasat
required to have a signaling deTorrio, once the ruler of Chi- with the lighter
equipment.
vice if your boat is less than cago bootleggers, died at. the age
•
16 feet long. If it's more than of 75 after suffering a heart atDO NOT bang oars, tackl16 feet you have to have a tack in a barber shop on April
boxes, etc. in a boat as sound
whistle or horn.
19.
April
buried
was
16. He
vibrations scare fish. Move about
quietly.
INSECT REPELLENT PAPER
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Know What
Coast Guard
Requires
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Ba1dits Pick On
Insurance Man

-

January's Municipal
Bond Sales Stand
At $645 Million-

FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE

Lynhurst Resort

ENIX

SPORTING GOODS

IRVIN COBB RESORT,Inc.

_t

Murray Cocik& Ice Co.

&R

PHILLIPS 66

•

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
EQPQ At MODERATE PRICES

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR LIVING

Your family
will favor

•

•

HOME OF THE BIG

Northwestern Gets
Grant For School

our fine food
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food.
vi.it
••

SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE *

PHILADELPHIA 11,1 — A paSLOW down the speed of your
per prepared by three British
retrieve when waters are sightly
scientists, consisting of 33 .pages
discolored or when darkness apof typewritten copy plus 11
proaches.
pages of graphs and charts was
read to scientists Monday at the
SURFACE LURES should be
— The
EVANSTON Ill. —
midyear meeting of the American Ford Foundation has approved a used on calm, to light windy
Petroleum Institute. It was all $200.000 grant to Northwestern days for best results. On days
about beetles and flies and how University's law school to ex- when the water has a chop or
to kill them
pand its program in international wave use under water LURES.
Mornings and evenings are exlegal studies.
The grant, with interest, will cellent times for surface LURES
HEAR HOW
provide an income of 824,000 an- as there is generally very little
nually to be spent over a 10- wind.
year period for research and
Its time we were getting some
education in international law,
the comparative study of law fishing from the weaker sex
'You're on your own girls.
and related fields.
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
• A major share of the funds will
BY 1975, according to a B. F.
be used to add a regular faciilty,
On Radio Station WNBS
member with excprience in com- Goodrich study. the U. S. popula. 'also •
e ill have increased nearly
parative law studies, to pay for
WSIX -TV - CHANNEL 8
visiting professors from other 30 percent over that of today,
NASHVILLE
countries and to support fel- with an estimated 26.5 .per cent
lowships for foreign lawyers, the more people working and turning
Each Sunday 1:30 P M
out 110 per cent more goods.
-•
university said.

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS

FISHING CONTEST
Prizes Galore !
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FISHERMANS NEEDS!

ONE STOP for LUNCH - BAIT - SUPPLIES - ICE - GAS - OIL
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Taylor Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Eva Wall Circle

Foreign Medals
Mr., Mrs. Klapp
Trip
Are Stored In
From
Return
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp Big Warehouse
have returned home after a

af'RIDA`

former presdential aide receives
military retirement. pay. Retirement pay is one reason t& file
case is so full. It practically
takes death or resignation or
the recipient or his family to
claim a medal.

Mrs. Alfred Taylor opened her month's vacation trip to the West
By PATRICIA WIGGINS
home on the Lynn Grove Road Coast. They spent two weeks in
inIted Press Staff Correspondent
for the meeting of the Eva Wall Vallejo, California, with his sisCongress gave blanket approval
,WASHINGTON — 071 — Forgide of the Woman's *fission- ter. Mrs. Paid Billings, Mr. Billeign governments may not know during World War I and II for
Memorial
the
of
Society
aryl
arY
ings, and son, Don.
it, but each time they decorate federal employes to receive
Baptist Church held on Tuese
,
Enroute they visited Phoenix, an American official they com- keep medals from allies, a mca
thirty
two
at
14,
day, May
Arizona, and Porterville, Calif. plicate the storage problem at that enabled Mr. Eisenhower
afternoon.
the
o'clock in
While in Vallejo they went to a government warehouse.
alone to keep 43 military decorThe devotion from 1 Samuel Reno, Nevada, Sacramento, arid
filing case already is bulg- ations.
Its
Louden
by
Mrs.
given
1:4-11 ,was
San Francisco.
ing with some 5,000 foreign medSince then, the State Departo'clock at the home of Mrs.
The May meeting of the South Stubblefield followed by prayer
Friday, May 17
On their return they spent als, includireg five bestowed on ment, under a presidential diChestnut
was
on
Club
Caldwell
Homemakers
Charles
BradJ.
C.
Murray
The Sigma Department of the
by Mrs. Taylor. Mrs.
three days in Glendale, Holly- President Eisenhower.
The James B. Curd home on
rective, sends up a list during
Street.
held in the beautiful modern ley presided at the meeting wood, and Los Angeles; and atNorth Sixteenth. Street extended, Woman's Club will have their
Dominican Republic is the alternate second sessions of ConThe
•
•
•
•
Moore
Olin
Mrs.
new home of
which was opened with prayer tended the Ray Anthony TV latest contributor. It presented
was the scene of a very delight- regular meeting at the club house
gress, asked for approval to
The Christian Women's Fel- on North Sixteenth Street with by Mrs. A. W. Owen.
broadcast and the Gildersleeve its highest award—the Order de turn over medals to the listed
ful occasion, Sunday, May 5, at seven-thirty o'clock. HostesChristian
visitor,
First
the
one
of
lowship
"What are scene influences radio program. Enroute home Dante Sanche—to a group in- owners,
ten members and
commemorating the birthdays of ses are Mrs. Joe R. Shrum, Mrs.
retired ones. But
Payne, Church will hold its general Mrs. Beaman, present.
which help a young pertain to they visited the Grand Canyon cluding House Democratic leader
James B. Curd, Virginia Fulton, Roy Starks, Mrs. James
Congress fails to er'
often
most
twoat
to
church
tribute
Mrs. A. meeting at the
Mrs. Lennice Fisk's
answer God's call for vocational and the Will Rogers Memorial John W. McCormack (Mass.) and
Paul T. Lyles, Brigette Strope Mrs. Cody Russell, and
in the rush of closig bsiness.
G. Wilson, chairman, will pre- thirty o'clock.
"Mother" in her devotional and Christian service?" was discus- in Claremore, Okla.
,
and Van D. Valentine.
St. George (RKatharine
Rep.
•
•
•
•
Sprucks reports mat despite
meeting.
••• •
reading lesson is one long to be sed
by Mrs. Ortis Guthrie.
The dinner was prepared by side at the • • • •
N. Y.).
the pile-up in his files—and he
Music Department of the remembered. Her subjec t, "Joshua Grijalva's life" was
The
Van
Mrs.
Mrs. James B. Curd,
Like thousands before them, thinks some of the wards go back
Murray Woman's Club will meet "Mother, the Master Moulder", given by Mrs. J. W. Shelton;
Saturday, May 111
D. Valentine, Miss Carrie Curd
the McCormack and St. George to the 1930's—"we've never lost
Captain Wendell Oury at the club house at seven-thirty was very inspirational and made "Mrs. A. P. Pierson's story" by
The
and Miss Jean Curd.
medals were turned over to the a medal."
the DAR will meet at o'clock.
each mother present realize her Mrs. A. W. Owen; "Floryne MilMany nice gifts were received chapter of
State Department and presiden••• •
of Mrs. Cleo Gillis
home
the
responsiblity.
FarMrs.
Joe
Life"
by
Pat
ler's
by the honorees.
tial directives, and rulings by the
at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs.
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrThe lesson on "Finishing the ley. Special prayer was by Mrs.
The following were present to Hester
The paint industry has supattorney general, prohibts reL. Mitchell will be the der of the Rainbow for, Girls Slip Cover" was given by Mrs. Shelton.
John
Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Jc$117K
enjoy the delightful affair: Mr.
' t of foreign medals by any- plied nearly one billion gallons
will meet at the Masonic Hail Perry Cavitt and Mrs. Bob BazArrangements of spring flow- visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key one on the U. S. payroll, from
and Mrs. Roy A. Folsom, Green- cohostess.
paint .for the automobies prosee.
at seven o'clock.
zell. Several interesting illustra- ers were used in the living and Tuesday' night,
privates.
to
ts
in the U. S. since 1900.y.
-presiden
ville, South Carolina, Avery Hale,
duced
•• ••
One hundred and fifty-six years
tions were shown on how to dining room. Refreshments were
The Constitution (Article!, Sec.
Dr. Bert Paschall was called
Mrs. Olin Moore, Miss Becky
war
declared
finish the article. This concludes served to those present.
to see Mrs. Warren Sykes Tues- 9, Clause 8) "no person holding
Moore,
Raymond
Steffanelli, ago (1801), Tripoli
The Gladys McElrath Business
any Office of Profit or Trust
Dennis Mathews from Starke, on the United States; ten days Women's Circle of the WMS of the major project lesson and any
day.
AGIVIPAI
EsEnterprise,
the making
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Fred later four ships,
Those spending the day in under them (the United States),
Baptist Church one desiring help on
Memorial.
the
President
of
can
the
obtain
Consent
slip
covers
of
the
,without
shall
,Ft7-vpe. Bev. and Mrs. Paul T. ses, Philadelphia and
the
home
of
Mrs.
Ella
Morris
will meet with Mrs. V. N. AllLyles, Misses Paula .and Nancy were on their way to the Medi- britten at seven-thirty o'clock. same by contacting the leaders.
Mother's Day were: Mr. and the Congress, accept of any
Mrs. Porter Holland, president,
Lyles, Mr. and Mrs. James P. terranean.
Mrs. George Jenkins, Mr. and present, decoration, or other
•• ••
••••
read a letter from Mrs. Barletta
Fulton. and son, Don, Bob FulMrs. Morris Jenkins and son, thing" conferred by a foreign
The Woman's Missionary SoiliE
Wrather expressing her appreciton, from Reed, Ky., Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes and government "be tendered through
ciety of the First Baptist Church
Monday, May 20
TRUE LIFE
ation for the help the club gave
Mrs. James B. Curd, Miss Carrie
Susan, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon the Department of State."
The Young Women's Class of will meet at the church at two- in
Atilit OF
making the district meeting
Curd, Miss Jean Curd, Mr. and
Morris and son, Mr. and Mrs.
The Vaughan Case
the First Baptist Church will thirty o'clock.
AllOST
a success. She appointed a nomMrs. Van D. Valentine, and Miss
5.55
Presents from visiting chefs of
Ralph Gallimore, and Mr. and
have its Mother-Daughter BanDECORATED HERO'
inating committee composed of
Emma Ruth Valentine. .
state, like the jewelled scabbard
Mrs. Glynn Orr and son.
Circle I of the WSCS of the
quet at the Woman's Club Honse
Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Frank Hargis,
Bob Fulton, Fred Strope. DenMr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins given Mr. Eisenhower by Saudi
First Methodist Church w i 11
at six-thirty o'clock.
and Mrs. E. C. Jones.
nis
Mathews, and
••• •
Raymond
visited Mrs. Okla Holley Sun- Arabia's King Saud, have been
meet with Mrs. Luther Jackson
Reports of 4-H club activities
Steffanelli are' students at Murexempted from the rules still
day.
on Elm Street at two - thirty
Tuesday, May 21
were heard from Mrs. Bill Warray State.
govern's:it medals.
Mrs.
Rufe
and
Mr.
Spanr
and
the
of
WSCS
the
o'clock.
of
II
Circle
ren and Mrs. Noris Rowland,
The box-loads of decorations,
•• ••
children, Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
First Methodist Church will meet
Charles
leaders for Murray High, and
H.
by
,supervised
and
and
Mrs.
son,
Mr.
Fletcher
FarmAutry
Mrs.
of
home
in the
Circle IV of the WSCS of the Mrs. Bob Bazzell and Mrs. Olin
ENDS STATE VISIT
chief of proassistant
Sprucks,
Mr.
sons,
and
Tell
Orr
and
two-thirty
at
Blvd.,
Wells
er,
First Methodist Church will meet
Mrs. Harold L. Kuykendall, Mr. tocol at the State Department,
o'clock. Mrs. Henry Elliot will in the Chettie Stokes class room Moore of the Training School.
havexpressed
in
Each
pleasure
and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr and seldom get in the headlines. T,he
French President be cohostess.
ROME
at two-thirty o'clock. All mem- ing a part in
ago
•
the
girls
•
helping
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. last time was eight years
daughter,
Rene Coty ended his five-day
bers are urged to be present.
presidential military
the
when
their
projects.
complete
the
spent
Sunof
and
sore
Kuykendall
WSCS
the
Circe III of
••••
state visit to Italy . and the
S. Vaughan,
Mrs. Fisk was elected district
day with Mr. and Mrs.' One aid, Maj. Gen. Harry
Vatican with a brief sight-seeing First Methodist Church will meet
medal from Argentina.
a
received
leader.
Warren
membership
Mrs.
her
at
Vaughn
KuykendalL
tour before he flew back to with Mrs. S. L.
A columnist suggested that
conducted several clever musical
Those spending Mother's Day
home, 1615 Main Street, at twoParis.
fire
Truman
President
,then
reafter
games
delicious
which
R.
in the home of Mrs. Loris Nance
French Foreign Minister Chris- thirty o'clock. Mrs. Leslie
receiving the medal
for
Vaughan
by
the
were
served
freshments
were Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
tian Pineau was already back Putnam is chairman.
from a dictator. Mr. Truman res•• ••
hostess. Spring flowers from the
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Commoat his desk in the French capital.
ponded that no "s.o.b." was goused
were
garden
hostess'
...TECHNICOLOR
The Dorcus Sunday School
dore Orr and children, Mr. and
He flew out of Rome Monday
Murray Star chapter No. 433
ing to tell him how to run his
the
house.
Mrs. Fred Orr and children,
Cele- will meet at seven-thirty Order of the Eastern Star held throughout
afternoon.
fice.
of
The June meeting will be
Mr. and Mrs. Carriol Boyd and
AUDIE MURPHY
its regular meeting at the MaVaughan's medal still is at
held with Mrs. Walter Miller at
suns, Mr. and Mrs. Vester Pas- the State Department since the
sonic Hall on Tuesday, May 14,
her diew home near Concord on
chall and son, Mr. and Mrs.
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
June 13 at nine o'clock in the
Clarence Paschall and children -,111.1111911151. 51111 . 11 *.;
evening.
morning. The lesson will be givand Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harding
Mrs. Mildred Bell, worthy
shown writMARTIN,
M.
SHELA
en on crafts by Mrs. Moore and
•
matron, and Peter Kuhn, worthy
ing a check in Pantile Pallsadee, and Nancy.
Mrs. Miller. A ipotluck lunch will
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall
patron pro-tern, presided at the
Is the gal who mailed
Calif.,
be served.
and sun, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
meeting which was opened in
two $60 checks to Treasury
Orr and children, Mr. and Mrs.
short form.
Secretary George M.. HumAdolphus Paschall and family
The flag was pnesented by the
phrey, asking that they be used
JONES ON STRAUSS
and Mr. and Mrs. Hildred Pasto pay off part of the '1274,marshall and allegiance given.
chall were supper guests of Mr.
000,000,000 federal debt" The
Plans were made for Friendship
HOLLYWOOD U — Madcap
checks were handed to Hum- Arlin Paschall Monday night in
night to be held in June.
musician Spike Jones has a ther of Gerald Paschall who
phrey by Senate Finance ChairPr,t-Ipm rafirer.
shout-- the trispireties—for
is home for a few days troiii
man Harry Byrd at a Tecate
Mrs. Jean Weeks, Adah; Mrs. Johann
of
Strauss' "Voices
(Just present this coupon and say "Fill 'Er Up")
bearing. Byrd jocularly advised
the Army.
Velma Hendon, Esterh; Mn.011ie Spring."
Humphrey not to ask for an
Little Susan Sykes visited Miss
Riley, Martha, Mrs. Nettie Klapp,
"It's obvious." Jones said. "He
increiuse In Uie debt limitHumEmma Hooper Tuesday aftermarshall; Mrs. Lucy Stranak, heard the birds and the bees
will
phrey commented. 'Tina
noon.
warder.
telling their offspring about peo. ••••
' help a little." (Irtternational)
Jerry Vandyke from the Navy
ple."
This new addition to our fine
The Census Bureau says 9.Center in Memphis spent the
selection of sterling silver patterns is
900.000 Americans, not including
week-end with home folks in
inmates of institutions, live alone.
a "work of art -blending elegant
Puryear.
6th & MAIN STREET
Mrs. Tell Orr and son's, Mrs.
styling with traditional HEIRLOOM
Herbert
Johnnie Jones, Mrs.
6 I
Sterling craftsmanship. You Ovally
16, 6
11,1
Insurance Plus
'
•
6 6 6,
Farley and daughter visited Mrs.
the
must see it to appreciate
R. D. Key Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones,
combination of luxurious
Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Paschall,
beauty and outstanding value.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
visited R. D. Key's Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key were
supper guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Friday night.
Oman Paschall was in Paris
Friday for a check up with Dr.
Rhea. Dr. reports that he is
doing fine.
Sykes
Mr. and Mrs. Warren
and Susan spent a few days
this week with R. D. Key's as
Mrs. Sykes hasn't been well.

... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-I
jO Btiikeen, Editor.

Birthday Dinner
Held Sunday At
The Curd Home
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Mrs. Olin Moore
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RE-ELECT

OWEN BILLINGTON

State Representative

GOOD DEED FOR DAY

6-PIECE PLACE SETTING
IN FLOWER LANE, only

•

.•••

fed. Tex

of tee.reon, place !mire. pleas
fork, place spoen, salad fork sine
butter spreader.
ul Ou.i4a Ltd.

e11.'iSte

LINDSEY'S,
MU:ZRAT

::

'
MAYFIELD

A. M. BURKE, vice-president of
the Occidental Life Insurance
Co., of Los Angeles, gestures as
he answer* questions before the
Senate rackets investigation corn.
m Mee probing the finances of
Dave Beck and the Teamsters'
Union. Committee counsel Robert
F. Kennedy asserted that a 1951
document of the insurance firm
indicated that Beck "stole, rather
than borrowed" some $322,000
of the union's funds.
(International 8oundphoto)

IN COURT In Los Angeles, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Bernstein hug
each other and son Jerry, 13, looks solemn as felony abandonment
charges are dropped against the parents. A week before, Mrs.
Bernstein took Jerry to the West Los Angeles police station and
told police she couldn't do anything with him sod didn't want him
(fistensationel Serisdphotoe)
anymore.

Mrs.
VENTURA, Calif. KR
Zdythe Lowe made an unexpected contribution to the Boy Scouts'
clothing drive. When the scouts
came to the door and asked
for clothes her little boy thought
the scouts had been sent by
the laundryman and turned over
a bundle containing the family
wash.

PRESIDENT HONORED BY VIET NAM

The average age of American
business executives is 53.7 years.

He helped give us our vote!
— EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD VOTERS

4

The Murray Roller Rink

DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division

WILL BE CLOSED
THIS WEEKEND
AND WILL BE OPENED MONDAY, MAY 20
UNDER .NEW MANAGEMENT —

T. H.Clack, manager
Mommy lays food
plenty!

costs

Daddy says to economize!

Goody! Now all of us can
rink Sunburl). Milk!

•
PRESIDDIT AND MU. II UNNOWIlt ar• shown with visiting Pread.
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dent Ngo Dinh Diem of South Viet Nara and British
ecouat Montgomery. The Eleenhowers were attending a dimes.
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Bus, Opportunities

!Have You Read The Want Ads?

NEW YORK -An- The crosswith-flowers, still a popular de- _
sign on Easter cards, can be I
traced to the days of the early
,Christias in ancient Rome. Worshipping in secret without music
lor pageantry to escape persecution, they drew crosses entwined
wit flowers on the walls of the
catacombs where services were
held.

GAMBLE Franchise Available.
Real opportunity to own and
operate a store of your own.
Stock a complete line of hardware, housewares, sporting goods,
paint, auto supplies, appliances
t
Is per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for fiClo - Os per word-for throe dm"'Ofoksiflod Ida are payable In advance.
and toys, no experience necessary. We will train. Write or
call Gene Stephens, Box 521,
crop before hail strikes. With
M18C
SINGER SEWING Macnuie rep- Clarksville, Tenn,
Galloway Ins. Agency, 11642 S. I
resentative in Muray. For sales,
5th St., Murray, Ky. Phone 1062. 1 1
service and repair. Contact Mr.
Home 151-M.
M18C
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
Answer to Y00000day's Puzzle
.. _NEW 3 bedroom brick house on.
2250-J.
MONUMENTS -3I24C
•
nice lot, new subdivision, large USED, cheap lawn mowers. $3.50
$6-Genoa of gesso
AI R E .5 iirP1 777
AROSE
living room, fire place, kitchen,. up. Power mowers good and Murray Marble & Granite Works, LOOK! Free instaltion on all
87-Openwork
RETE ERE NEE
lots of cabinets, dinette a n d cheap. Rotor tiller tractor. Bil- builders of fine memorials for Alum awnings for limited time,
fabric
1-Waste metal
TENON V I 9.1 S OA ft
38-Siuk in middle
5-Slender ritual
ver half century. Porter White.
utility room,
baths, iust breys. Phone 886.
any sure. 10 Alum windows, 1
2,--Zest
2.117C
9-Rotating piece
EtiSitE
E 404S
Manager. Phont 121.
fd27C -door, $199
42-Not
12-Story
eipsouth of Sycamore. If interested
56 E RAIIIPv4i,f3;S iE
A
P
installed. Home Cominvestigated
13-African tree
in a nice home at a reasonable USED Tractor Tires. 3-9x24;
R,5
V 516G
47-Time gone by
tett Co.. 18th & Main street.
14-SInuali
46-Filament
15-Arabian
DEDUCE POT T IC
price see this one. Baucum Real 2-10x28. New Tires on sale. FREE
J15C
ESTIMATES on awnings Phone 1303.
49-Ripped
seaport
boo
M 17C and venetian
Estate Agency, call 48 or Hoyt Bilbrey's. Phone 886.
16-Bumpkin
50-Conyunctlon
blinds. Call 1310.
LL
7-Bakers product 51-Sicilian
Roberts 1447 or Bill Hale 453.
M24C
volcano
19-Ai my offleers
U.L.SES
ADES
1946, 1949, Stroud Upholstry Shop.
PICKUP
TRUCKS,
M18C
53-Silkaorm
20-Remainder
fp-ISATE TS
SL AT T.
1951 Chevrolets, also one 1946
53-Bishopric
21-Rodent
11, EVENT
TiN --7_01.
54-Fleah
22-SuitIx:
ANNOUNCEMENT
SPINET . PIANO.
Responsible Chevy, big transmission. LampY
-Sow
LIE.
S
S
E
55
of
follower
apartgarage
UNFURNISHED
519.
Phone
Motor
Sales.
kins
4-Mephistopheles
party in this area can arrange
The Ledger and Times is authDOWN
27-Obvious
N.
301
1,
ment.
June
Available
M17C
most attractive purchase on this
31-Send forth
orized to announce the following
5-Striking effect
M18C
1-11a2e deer
32-Hatll
fine Spinet Piano. Write before 1950 VAC CASE tractor and persons as candidates in the 12th.
6-Body of Water
2-Load
33-Arrow poison
7-SlIppery
1-Liar o:As
we send truck- Credit Mgr., equipment, A-1 condition, prac- Democratic Primary, May 28, .TH2Lerrioom unfurnished apart34-Starch
1111.2.UPO
prepared from
*Joplin Piano Co., P. 0. Box 784, tically new tires. Call 570-M, 1957:
9-Sleeveless cloak
me , available now. Phone 774.
4-I roducling
cassava
10-Egyptlan
M20C see at 805 Story Ave.
Paducah, Ky.
M20C
M18C
sacred bull
For clerk of the Court of Ap'717"7"" 11-Encounter
f
4
4
5
9
2
7
peals: Doris Owens.
19-Hurried
20-DoulaleNICE NEW two bedroom home, STRAWBERRIES $5 per crate or
•S
.0
1
For State Representative: Owen PARTLY Furnished or unfurnbreaided
near college, hardwood floors pick your own and furnish own
o
•
overesete
ished two room apartment. 405
0,,
Billington;
Charlie
Lassiter,
'0
23-Note of scale
through out, electric ti,at, nice containers, two quarts for 250
Elm,
days.
phone
nights,
909
49
For Circuit Judge: H, H. Lovett.
24-Place
ta
garage and Utility on nice large Lakeway Fam, Faxon Commun- - For
9
93
25-Wine cup
h120C
Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
26-Gratuity'
./.'
corner lot, paved street. A bar- ity. Phone 1050 or ID-6-3431. Russell
27-Girl', name
u 23
a,
i
Williams;
James
H.
BlaM I8C
29-Abstract being
gain if sold at once.
lock.
k
29-13orn
22 29 5.
.7
• 15 14
GOOD 10 ROOM house just off
30-Comb. form:
THANKS
OF
CARD
For County Judge: Dewey D.
three
college campus. Has 5 room and 237 ACRE FARM with modern
33
„
j
91
.."
32--4nate to effort
34
We wish to extend our heartbasement. Bath, furnace heat house, new stock barn, 30x60 Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon
i
25-Faroe Islands
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
A/7 N.,
whirlwind
35
ae
down stairs. 5 rooms and bath with 14 foot shed,
felt thanks and appreciation for
good tobacco
36-Swim river
For County Ccvirt Clerk: Ran- the acts of kindness, of symup stairs, renting to college stu- barn, 96 acres Clarks River
020 Nj
,
96-Herringlike
bot- dall B. Patterson; Hafton C.
37
fish
pathy, the beautiful floral ofdents for about $100 per month. tom, 56 acre corn
39-Flaps
base, 1 acre Garner._
14 4$ nor
......V72 43
44 .7
ferings, and food from our kind
Large lot, double garage and tobacco base, can be
v lirs and
.hie
40--V
bought with
car port. If I,ou want a good one-third down balance 5 per
.o 49
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rick- friends and neighbors in the
.7
•01
41-Memorandum
recent illness and death of our
home with $100 income see this cent interest, easy
43-One of
terms. A real man; Collin Stubblefield; Harold
52
Columbus's
So
SO
beloved husband, father, and
one. Easy terms or will trade buy in a good
ships
farm. Baucum Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A.
44-Dull person
brAther, Nicilliam H. Broach. We
for small home.
55
54
5$
Doherty.
"Red"
Real Estate Agency, call 48 or
-nreat Lake
also want to thank the doctors
A NICE FIVE room home with Hoyt Roberts 1447
46-1.1fclear
or Bill Hale
err.•••..mo sonaro.L
ea.
49-Dress'border
For Jailer: Willard Gordon; and nurses, also Rev. Paul Lyles,
utility, good Ixation, nice lot, 453.
M18C
Nanney; for his consoling 'words, the choir
Seth Cooper;, Bryan
on paved street, owner needs
41 the money and will sell for only
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway; and the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home for their kind words,
Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
V67,50. See this bargain. Galloway 1949 SHULTZ house trailer.
Call
Insurance & Real Estate Agency, 231-J or
For Magistrate, Murray Dis- solace, and help in our bereave1211 or see at 1310
ment. May God bless you in
Phone 1062, home 151-M. M20C West Main,
M 17C trict: K. B. McCuiston; H. M.
your deepest hour of need is our
Workman.
EXTRA NICE new three bedFor Magistrate, Concord Dis- prayer.
room brick on Waldrop Drive,
The Family of W. H. Broach
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren;
large living room nice kitchen
-L. C. Byerly.
with built in range, utility, 14
For Magistrate, Liberty DisYARDS
TO
MOW. Have power
baths, nice shady lot, car port
trict: Atmon Willoughby; H. C.
with- large storage room in rear mower. Experienced. Call Frank
"Nerri9"
jEVJA.•
'
a real buy for a quick sale. Rickman, phone 1965, after 8:30
rt!or Magistrate, Wadesboro DisTFC
Baucum Real Estate Agency, call p.m. Work permanent.
trict: Max Parrish.
48 or Hoyt Roberts 1447 or Bill
istrict:
For Magistrate, Hazel
service station
Hale 453.
M18C EXPERIENCED
attendant. Married man prefer- Roy Pool.
DEALER
For City Judge: William H.
HAIL INSURANCE; plus fire, red. Call 1912-W after 7:00 p.m.
Ml7P "Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
For All Your
on your tobacco. Protect your

- FOR SALE

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Phone 433

Corner at 4th & Main
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7p)P IT11
long wait
far end she dropped down on the distance call. After a
CH A F'TER 16
a sleepy voice answered.
laughing.
and
panting
bench,
deNora
earth."
"NyTHAT on
"Sam'.. Yes Have you a
He •eached for her pumps, bent
VV manded, "are you doing?"
I
.
put them on for her. paper and pencil handy?
Tom Jones, who was squatting over and
the
from
are damp
line on the following peofeet
a
want
"Your
bedher
of
front
in
floor
on the
sand. Go upstatrs and soak them ple, thetr financial sittiatton, any
room door, looked up at her.
Then hit the sack." brush wiT the law, whatever you
"Putting on a new lock. Any- in hot water.
He straightened up, touched can pick up . . An right, here
one who can get In now will have
her jacket, her chin, bent over goes:
to be good."
and kissed her.
-Charles Deming, retired brok"Do you think they'll try deliberately a trifle breath-Well," he seemed
er, New York City: his son.
again?"
you go."
Frank, graduated in June from, ,
Seeing her stricken expression, less. "off
"You." she began.
Brown; Tom Jones, supposed to
he said quickly, -Not a chance.
her.
assured
he
-Therapeutic."
be a tutor . . . I know you can't
This is purely for its moral effect
take your mind off your get needles out of haystacks but
to
"Just
on you."
Good night. Nora," He
. Okay, keep your shirt on
"Oh " After a moment she add- troubles.
-Lock your door."
Next. Mrs. Olive Riddle, widow.
ed. -Thank you very much. It added.
But she didn't lock it that Home in Boston .
Too fast' All
was a thoughtful thing to do."
She went up the stairs right. Next, Stuart Young . . I
He put the key in the lock. night.
Olive
floor
second
On the
know the police checked on him
tried it several times, stood up quietly.
was staring at the new . . . Bert Huger and hill wife,
and handed it to ner with a Riddle
knob.
door
the
on
hand
her
lock,
Hazel Pendleton Huger They
flourish. "Your friend Potter
• • •
come from Boston but you'd
didn't waste any time getting
Sitting on the veranda In the have to go back about ten years.
here, did he?" Seeing her startled
him- Esther Garrison. registered nurse.
look, he added. '1 heard you call dark. Mr Potter addressed
have She worked In the Stanleyvtlle
him, you. know, so when you self wrathfully. Why do I
like hospital last year . . . Howard
were all dewy-eyed surprise at to get involved in situations
onlooker. Ives. druggist, also of Stanleyhis turning up I was Interested." this? The detafhed sr
Entertaining
ville . . . Candtda Kendrick . .
that's the stuff.
-He's an old friend."
without involvement. But the Well, find out who her art agent
"A detective?"
"Heavens. no. He's a kind of words were empty and he knew was In New York, what family
in- she has living, any dose friends
unofficial friend - in -need. You It He could not help being
him- . . . Oh, there's one more thing
could tell him anything, trust him volved. He could not blind
self to the brooding atmosphere See what you can get on Nora
With anything."
de- Pendleton ... No, I was thinking
"He is also a very competent of the inn. He could not be
was rather of sanitoria, so-called rest
guy," Tom told her. "He found tached while something ugly
homes, something of that kind."
the picture of Candy that dis- in prepration.
Potter
appeared. Someone had torn it
The Tore of the trouble was About each person Mr.
Information he
Nora, and he could not make up provided what
up and thrown It in the trash.
"Well," he turned away, turned his mind about her. The girl was had.
- ptat down the teleMr. Potti71back as she stood at her door surrounded by Ill will. But it was
unmoving. "You aren't still Nora herself who had bothered phone..There had been a sound
afraid, are you?"
him; the occasional blankness in somewhere. He listened. There it
"Not really. I just don't want her eyes, the dreams all added was again, a tapping sound. A
up to something unpleasant woman's high heels clicked on
to go to sleep."
"Come on then." He caught What lay behind Nora's dreams? the stairs, although she seemed
Then,
her arm. There was no one in
He drew on a cigarette, watch- to be 4tnor1ng cautiously.
the lobby and he got a jacket for ing it glow in the dark, and then so quickly that it was difficult to
was
her from the closet arid propelled ground it out under his heeL He follow the sequence. there
her outside. As she started felt In his pocket vrhere he had a loud gasp, a scream, high and
toward the parking lot he said, stowed the torn pieces of Candy terrified, a crash, a bumping
"Oh, no. you don't. You aren't Kendrick's photograph. Who had sound, silence.
Mr. Potter knocked against the
going to ride, you are going to tried to dispose of it? And why
to lift it. By
run."
had It been sent to Nora? Above counter in his haste through to
got
-Run!"
all, who had attempted to smoth- the time he had
••Down to the beach," he di- er her the night before? The an- the lobby, doors were opening,
rected. "Take off your shoes." swer to that question seemed voices were calling. Olive Riddle
She looked at him in blank more immediate, more pressing lay in a heap at the foot of the
astonishment. "What on earth-" even than a solution to the mur- stairs in a blue velvet robe, one
leg twisted under her, one arm
-Take them off."
der of Candy Kendrick.
dangling, a high-heeled silver
She stepped out of her pumps
evithe
all
moment
At the
was
and he set them on a bench. "Now dence pointed in one direction. mule on the floor. fler head
then, we're going to run down to The answer seemed Inescapable, turned at an improbable angle.
Her eyes stared eightleasly at
the end of the beach."
which, he consoled himself, was
knelt beside her.
"You're crusty."
doubting its valid- Mr. Potter. He
for
reason
ne
u,
•
He held her hand tight and ty. It was too neat. Somewhere She was dead.
trot.
dragged her along at a jog
had missed something.
Finn speaks up: "As Nene..
She broke into a run to keep up
wind rose in the dark, set attorney. I suggest that yon
A
,
reached
had
with him. When they
Aware
leaves to rustling.
leave things in my bands. Fvri
the end he turned around. "You the
he was getting chilled, he
rim like a duck." he jeered at her. ijnat inside, lifted the hinge•i heard of yam-es-plaits. Potter,
ent
Like a duck, was it?,She began
and frankly I don't care for
minter that shut off the office
t6 run freely and easily. He
them." Ckintinuc Chapter /T.
himself
settled
lobby,
the
en
dropped hes hand but kept at he"
long- here
a
made
and
telephone
Use
the
side, When they had reached

Pogue Ave.
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PLAN NOW TO SEE CAPT, F. F. FRAKES'

•

- OLD AGE PENSION FOLKS

HOLLYWOOD THRILL SHOW
IN PERSON - WED. MAY 22nd

Phone 1733

by Ernie Bushmillor
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ABBIE an' SLATS

VV-WilAT
DOES IT SOUND
LIKE TO YOU,
EMMA

ITS ABOUT TIME YOU AND I
HAD A HEART-TO-HEART
TALK., DAUGHTER -

DADDY; HOW DARE YOU PERMIT
THAT ROCKY AND THAT BUZZ.
I
BACK INTO SCHOOL
THOUGHT I DISTIP4CTLY
TOLD YOU NOT
TO -

•

LIKE SOMEBODY'S
GETTING AN OLDFASHIONED WHIPPING
WITH A REAL. OLD -

FASHIONED BELT;

rigro. ••••••4
I, iPo ON. 1.0841 lopowe 6,10,bur

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
WE. CAN
FIGURE ATI
LEAST 50
SHOCK CASES
SEA, AiT T4-1! THERE-NOT
COUNTIN'
, FULTON
FISH> FISH
MARKET!!
ei

TURNIN'THE LIZARD LOOSE
IN NEW YORK'LL GIVE US
SENSATIONAL SCENES!'
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS,PANIC
AND, IF WE'RE LUCKY -SOME SUICIDES!.f-

HE'LL
SUDDENLY
COME UP
OUTA TH'

THERE'LL
THEN,HE SLITHERS
ALONG WALL STREET JDE P.
HOT i
CLIMBS THE.
TIME."
EMPIRE STATE
IN THE
EN.JILDING,AND
LEAPS INTO THE V OLD
MIDDLE 0'TIMES , TOWN,
, SQUARE!! / TONIGHT',
•
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He helped take the old age lien off
our homes!

Standard Oil Agent

0 THRILLERS! •

.„

JAMES MITC1111

P

OWEN B1LLINGTON
State Representative

Gas & Oil
Needs
WHITNELL & SON)

MOVIE

WITH FAITH!:

1

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

GO

17-18

A MAN
TRIED TO FIGHT FIRE •

RE-ELECT

STANDARD
OIL

*...__._
MA y

MODERN
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Company of the Cadet Regiment
was awarded the gold medal
given by the Murray Lions Club
to the Platoon Leader of the
Drill Platoon. Burdin is
(Continued from Front Page) ' Best
from Paris, Tennessee.
us for war, but it maintains
Cadet Private Fred W. Wells,
our ideal of peace," he said.
son of Mr„..and Mrs. Glyco Wells
Lt. Col. (Res) John 0. Pasco.
awarded the gold medal
commander of the Murray Ground was
by Company "G" 3rd
Observer Corps made some GOC given
'Regiment. Perising Rifles Soawards.
ciety for the outstanding Military 11:00
Lt. Col. Jesse D. Jackson,
student individual drill. 11:30
commander— of the local ROTC Science I
12:00
unit was in charge of the presen12:30
NEW COLD RECORD
tation of 'awards to ROTC mem1:00
WASHINGTON—The Navy
bers. •
2:00
- Two local boys received awards. announced Monday that a new 3:00
Cadet Second Lt. Theodore L. world cold recurd of 100 degrees 3:30
Vaughn, received the Superior below zero has been recorded 4:00
Cadet Ribbon given by the De- at Amundsen-Scott base in the 4:30
partment uf the Army to the Antarctic.
5:00
outstanding military science III
What's more, it added, scien- 5:30
student for the academic year tists at the International Geophy-' 6:00
1956-57.
sical,Year research station expect 7:00
He is the son or Mr. and Mrs. the mercury to dip to 120 degrees 7:30
Leonard Vaughn of West 'Main below once the Antarctic winter 8:00
Street. He also won this award starts on June 21.
8:30
The previous record — 90 9:00
in his freshman and sophomore
Febbelow — was recorded in
years.
9:30
J. D. Burdin, Platoon Leader ruary, 1892, at Verhoyansk in 10:00
of the second platoon of "F" northern Siberia.
10:15

TV SCHEDULE
Daylight

saving Time

AM -PM SUNDAY
Heckle ./14 Jeckle
Faith for Today
Little Rascals
Wild Bill Hickok
Hollywood Spectacular
Armed Forces Day
Face The Nation
World News Roundup
The Spear Family
You Are There
Lassie
Soldier of Fortune
Ed Sullivan Show
G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
$64.000 Challenge
What's My Line
Code 3
Jack Benny
Sunday News Special
Weathervane
10:20 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)

STARKS HARDWARE

MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:00 Jimmy Dean Show
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Op And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)

Paint your house now and save with our
special prices on Kurfees House Paints!

THE IDEAL 2-COAT S `FS T E MIN
EVERKLEEN

PRIMATROL

self-cleaning

eantrolled penetration

HOUSE PAINT

PRIMER

$5.65 Per gal $5.65 per gal.
• White and 13 colors
• Brushes on easily
• Lead-free, fume-proof

ANCH

• For priming only
• Fills, seals and hides
• Only one coat needed

- FARM

DAIRY

NEW'!

PER GA _

Paint your house, fence,
garage, barn or any
wood structure . . .
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

STARKS HARDWARE
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"

tJ

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

Sign Off (Midnight)
PM TUESDAY
Name That Tune
Popeye and Friends
Private Secretary
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton

8:00 $64,000 Question
8:30 Spike Jones Show
9:00 O'Henry Playhouse
9:30 Phil Silvers Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

PM WEDNESDAY
Bugs Bunny
Popeye and Friends
Giant Step
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
20th Century Fox Show
Arthur Godfrey Show
Shell Big News
Wethervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

(Continued from Front Page)
(Continued from Front Page)
munity• some 85 miles east of eral Sessions Court for June 7,
1957 at 2:00 pm. standard time
New York City.
Shortly after 1 a.m, three feet for the two. They refused to
of pipe had been laid in and sign waivers so extradition procleared of sand and workmen ceedings may begin at once, acstarted pushing through a sec- cording to Sheriff Cartwright of
ond section. They planned to Nashville.
work to within two feet of the, Williamssaid he put up $50Q
child with the pipe and then bond
for Cole last January when
resume hand digging.
Cole was charged with drunken
Benny's father had warned the -driving An
Nashville. Cole failed
child and hit playmate, Mike _to show
up for trial there in
Molinaro, away from the hole March
and the bond was forfeita few minutes before. Mike said
Benny had tried to jump across
Cole, being held in jail in t
the top of the shaft, a three by Nashville,
said he was pistolfive foot excavation at the top.whipped, handcuffed and forced
Crying Stops
The boy could be heard crying
during the early hours of his
imprisonment Thursday night.
Shortly
before " midnight; he
stopped and he failed to respond
to requests to move his hand,
stretchee above his head in the
narrow shaft and the only part
of him visible from above.
He was believed wedged into'
the 12-inch bottom of the shaft,
his feet probably dangling in
TOTAL HEAD 1091
the water below. Benny fell into
the hole moments after h i s
Good Quality Fat Steers
father finished work on it for
Medium Quality Butcher
the day.

ed.
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— MARKET REPORT —

Murray Livestock 0:04
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

Three-Cases'...

14, 1957

May

$19.00-21.00
Cattle. .15.00-18.50
15.00-22.00
Baby Beeves
12.00-14.50.
Fat Cows, Beef Type ..
7.00-11.50
Canners and Cutters
10.75-15.70
Bulls

1)

VEAI-S
23.20
22.40
20.90
6.50-17.90

Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS —
180 to 240 pounds

.

17.50

6

Owen Billington
State Representative

4.3

j
el

He helped Murray State College to get
a fully financed budget for the first
time in history.

Scout
Visit

— FRIENDS OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE

Thirty ft
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of America,
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interest to
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12th & Poplar St.
Phone 1142
Murray, Ky.

Organization
All Work and Service
Performed By

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.
Paducah, Ky.
P.O. Box 84
Phone 3-2934 or 3-8698
Local Customers or
Contact direct or for Reference
of Performance of Work call

PURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 282

•

YOUR OLD PUMP
PETERED OUT?
TRADE IT IN.....
ON A NEW

STA-RITE WATER SYSTEM

EWS PUMP & PIPE CO.
304 Depot St (Maple Street)
Phone 197

Murray, Ky.

H.Sparks...
(continued from Front Page)
by President Ralph H. Woods
and the senior class president,
installation of new alumni officers, and the presentation of
two alumni scholarships to an
outstanding high school senior
boy and girl.
Mr. Clifton Thurman, mathematics department, Vanderbilt
university, will be installed as
president of the Alumni Association, and Tim O'Brien, principal of the Anna - Jonesboro
I High School, Ann, Ill., as vice
president.
Four college faculty and staff
members will be presented platitles commemorating 25 years or
more of service to Murray State.
Dr. Sparks has been a member
of the Murray State Department
of Education since 1948. He was
made ite head in 1952. He holds
Doctor of Education and Master
of Arts degrees from the University of Kentucky and an A.
B. degree from Transylvania
College. Before coming to Murray he was principal of Mayfield
High School. He has also held
teaching or administrative positions at Breckinridge County
High School, Russell Senior High
School, and Irvington Schools
During World War II he was a
Lieutenant commander in t h e
U.S. Navy:
In addition to his duties at '
Murray State, Dr
Sparks is
quite active in professional education organizations, being college representative on the KEA
planning board and a member
of the State Commission
on
Teacher Education and Professional Standards of the KEA.
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Last fall Mr. Lexie Watson received a great deal of publicity for a dairy first in this area. Mr.
Watson was the first milk producer to adopt Ryan Milk Company's new elevated milk parlor for manufacturing milk producers.
111. r
After a few milking periods, both Mr. and Mrs. Watson gave enthusiastic approval to this new
way of milking. But now that the novelty has worn off, some may be wondering how they now feel
about the milking parlor.
After almost 500 milking periods, the Watsons have this to say, "The milking parlor is the
grandest thing we have ever bought." "We just thought we liked it at first, but now we know we like
it.
"The cows caught on after the first day or so, and now milking cOvs is a pleasure for us—no
"We honestly cannot recommend Ryan Milk
bending or stooping and the milkers do the work."
Co.'s new milk parlor too highly."
People from all over this area have dropped by to see thim new waw of milking cows, and in• came in by mail from as far away as Detroit.
To any dairyman intergsted in this new way of miTiiing—cows, •Ryani Milk Company offers 'the
best program yet for getting into it with a minimum cost to you. See us to4lay.

Manufactured Products Division
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Ryan Milk Company

Thirty-nine years ago (1918),,1
naval forces were landed at
Murmansk, Russia by USS Olympia to take part in the Allied
drive against the Bolshevists.

.

"Helping Build A Better Commuriity"

Some 5:3
Louisville 6
dueeh 88,
Covington
Hopkinsvillc
Evansville
..,
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Reset
Well;

Read Our Classifieds

PM THURSDAY
Bugs Bunny
Popeye and Friends
(Continued from Front Page)
Climax
spent twenty days in jail for
Playhouse 90
hitting me over the head with a
Sgt Preston of the Yukon
(Continued front Front Page)
fruit jar," she testified.
Bob Cummings
problems
relating
to
compass
Mrs. Boyd was represented by
Shell Big News
work, fire building, first aid James Lassiter, Commenwealth
Weathervane
and
rope
work.
All
activities
Attorney. Nat Ryan Hughes was
Million Dollar Movies
in this event will be done on the attorney for Coles and also
Sign 'Off (Midnight)
the "Patro Method" with small was counsel for the three youths ,
groups of Scouts and Explorers George E. Cverbey was Barker's
PM FRIDAY
moving from station to station attorney.
5:30 Beat The Clock
under their own boy leader.
6:00 Popeye and Friends
Other features of the Camporall
• 6:30 Dick Powell's Zane Grey
will be a fun period and organizTheatre
PROGRAMS
AFTERNOON
ed swimming Saturday after7:00 liff.—Adams & Eve
MONDAY TI4tROUGH FRIDAY
noon. Saturday evening will close
1:30 Frontier Doctor
12:30 House Party
dramatically with a hugh camp8:00 The Lineup
Payoff
1:00 The Big
are program featuring singing
8:30 Person To Person
1:30 Bob Crosby
stunts and fun of all sorts.
9:00 Schlitz Playhouse
2:00 The Brighter Day
Ribbon awards will be given
9:30 West Point
2:15 The Secret Storm
ba every unit participating and
10:00 Shell Big News
2:30 The Edge of Night
all boys attending will be award10:10 Weathervane
.3:00 The Big Show
ed the new Council Patch and',
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
- 4:30 Big Name Feature Western 12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
a special Camporall segment.
5:15 Doug Edwards & News
J. E. Holt, Council Commissioner in charge of the Camporall
AM SATURDAY
PM MONDAY
announced that visitors and
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
Hugs Bunn',
parents will ZOE—Illicrost welcome
8:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
IWO Popeye and Friends
at any time during the week-end
9:00 Winky Dinh & You
6:30 Talent Scouts
9:30 Tales of the Tc -:as Range' program. Excellent picnic facilities
7:00 I Love Lucy
are now available at the Scout
10:00 Big Top
7:30 December Bride
Reservation which . will be in
}1:140 Sky King
8:00 Studio One
full use this year as the Summer
11:3b Air Force Digest
9:00 Robin Hood
camping program fur the Council
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
9:30 Burns 8c Allen
gets underway.
11:55 Game of the Week
10:00 Shell Big News
Weathervane
10:10
PM SATURDAY
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
2:30 Little Rascals
3:00 Roy Rogers
4:00 Spotlight on Opera
4:30 Family Conference
5:00 Woods 'N Waters
5:30 The Buccaneers
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 S R 0 Playhouse
8:00 Gunsmoke
COSTLY
FOR
OUT
WATCH
830 Death Valley Days
. TERMITE DAMAGE!
9:00 Federal Men
9:30 Public Defender
10:00 Million Dollar Playhouse
World'i 11:30 Target You
Call TERMINIX
i2:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
Largest Termite Control
.• —
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

United

-ei4( Sc.(
-FLYING ANTS"

Ask for details about Kurfeei
BLISTER PROOF House Paint!

KURIFSES

12:00

(Continued from Front Page)
The Federal Estate Tax is applicable especially on large
estates. The Kentucky Inheritance Tax will also take a part of
the deceased man's estate, he
said.
The proper thing for any man
to do, he said, is to make a will.
This will cut down administrative costs by, an average of at
least $2,000. The husband and
wife should by all means go
over the financial status of the
family; he said. The wife should
be acquainted with the full financial standing of the husband
and what his financial interests
are and what he owes.'
The best solution is to have
plenty of cash on hand. Winslow
said, in the event of death. This
cash will take care of the costs
of a man's passing away. Proper
insurance programming is one
answer, he said, since few people
can have the actual cash on
hand for such an event.
Visiting Rotarians to the meeting were H. H. Lovett, Sr., of
Benton, Malcolm Little of Paris,
and Bill McFadden of Paris. C.
V. Thompson of Paducah was
also a visiting Rotarian.
Bill Wallace reported attendance last week at 92.2 per cent.

frith Williams' car Tuesday. He
was turned over to the Davidson
County sheriff's office when he
was brought back.
• off a
The abduction touched
search by law enforcement officers in western Kentucky and
Tennessee, as relatives feared
Cole had been kidnaped.
The FBI said it has been investigating the bondsmen's action, but the Justice Department
has not decided whether to enter
the case.
Here in Murray, Commonwealth's Attorney 'Jim Lassiter
said no request had been eeceived from Cole to discontinue action on the case.
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